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XSP Race Specification Fireball 
 
Fit out is the latest Championship European style. Boat down to weight with corrector’s 
pre fitted. ISAF builder’s fee paid. 
Includes self bailers molded into hull with perfect flush finish on hull with no bolts to cut 
you by on the interior. Boats come with standard large drainage tubes. 
Harken/ Z Spar Mast strut, jib in/out, Cunningham, topping lift, outhaul, fine tune rig 
tension system all leading back to helm. Jib Cunningham on deck. Harken mainsheet/ 
kicker swivel unit, spinnaker sheet ratchets, vectran sheets. 
 
Bare Hull with forestay, ready for fitting      $   8175.00 
Fully fitted hull (no foils, spars, ropes) 
Ronstan/Harken Fit out        $10,690.00 
Kevlar laminate reinforcement on hull and deck      $   1300.00 
 
Foils: 
Centreboard          $     650.00 
Rudder Blade         $     450.00 
Stainless steel rudder stock with alloy tiller     $     380.00 
Deluxe tiller extension        $       42.00 
Ronstan Telescopic Tiller extension       $     120.00 
Rudder blade cover         $       50.00 
 
Spar Options: 
Superspar Mast (M7+)        $  1600.00 
Superspar Boom         $    495.00 
Superspar Spinnaker pole        $    190.00 
Superspar Spinnaker pole (Kevlar reinforced)     $    280.00 
Selden Mast          $  1715.00 
Selden Boom         $    390.00 
Selden Spinnaker pole        $    190.00 
Selden Spinnaker pole (Kevlar reinforced)     $    360.00 
 
 

Xtreme Sailing Products Pte Ltd  
National Sailing Centre 
1500 East Coast Parkway, 
Singapore 468963 
t: + 65 6441 4701 
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e: sales@xtremesailing.com 



Deck cover          $     290.00 
Hull cover          $     180.00 
Alloy launching trolley        $     650.00 
 
Shipping and packing         POA 
 
35% deposit required to secure production position, balance due before shipping. 
 
For other specifications, please do not hesitate to contact us.  
         
Price Ex works factory quoted in Singapore Dollars. Subject to change without notice. 
Prices do not include VAT or GST or any taxes or duties applicable in the destination 
country. 
 
 
 
Xtreme Sailing Products  .. the racing sailboats specialists 
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